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PRESS RELEASES

ALPS OutdoorZ to Sponsor RMEF Elk Camp and Inaugural Mountain Festival
New Haven, Mo. - ALPS OutdoorZ, premiere manufacturer of extreme-duty hunting packs and gear for big-game hunters, is
excited to be part of the 34th annual Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Elk Camp and the inaugural Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Mountain Festival. Both events will be held simultaneously at the Canyons Village at Park City Resort in Park City, Utah, July 11-14.
As a supporter of RMEF and a sponsor of the RMEF Elk Camp/Mountain Fest, ALPS OutdoorZ encourages everyone to attend
these free-to-the-public events. From Thursday through Sunday, attendees can learn about elk hunting and calling, discover new
ways to cook wild game, participate in elk hunting seminars, and listen to live music by up-and-coming country artists, including
hunter and TV host Nate Hosie. Numerous vendors will be on-hand to demonstrate the latest hunting gear, plus visitors can
participate in live auctions...all to benefit RMEF elk habitat and conservation efforts.
The RMEF Elk Camp/Mountain Fest is also the perfect opportunity to outfit for your upcoming hunts. ALPS OutdoorZ will be in
booth/tent #330 with a select assortment of their most popular elk-hunting gear. These items will be available for purchase at a
special discount price to attendees, plus ALPS OutdoorZ is offering free shipping of the items to their customers’ homes.
In addition to displaying and providing discounts on quality products for elk hunters, ALPS OutdoorZ will further support RMEF by
sponsoring the Friday auction and luncheon to help raise needed funds for RMEF’s ongoing conservation efforts.
For more details, visit the RMEF Elk Camp/Mountain Fest event page. For more information about ALPS OutdoorZ premium
hunting packs, gear, and accessories, go to alpsoutdoorz.com.
About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group
of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making
up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and
Hunting Blinds. ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS Brands—made its mark over a decade ago by offering packs
purposefully designed for remote wilderness hunting. Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition
packs to waterfowl blinds and turkey hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are
sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more
information, please visit www. alpsoutdoorz.com.
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